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The History of Language and Writing 

by Christopher Dewdney 

Abstract 
Literacy – meaning the ability to speak, read, and write a language – first appeared on our 
planet about six thousand years ago. Over the past decade, new neurolinguistic anatomical 
evidence as well as recent discoveries in ethnoarcheology have given us a much clearer 
picture of its origins than ever before. 

The Rise of Literacy 
The physical capability of speech is absent in all animals except birds and modern humans. 
It has been established that vocal sounds sufficiently complex to produce language can only 
be achieved if the larynx is positioned relatively low in the neck, as it is in humans and 
some species of birds. The lower positioned larynx elongates the pharynx and gives it the 
ability to produce speech. Pre-humans acquired this physiological feature as a consequence 
of their upright posture more than a million years ago, though it wasn’t used for speaking 
until much more recently in the geological time scale. 

But having the vocal equipment to produce language doesn’t automatically confer the ability 
to speak. Without the impetus of interpersonal communication, a pharynx is like a violin 
without a musician. Although certain birds, notably the African gray parrot, possess both the 
ability to speak and to understand certain words, even African gray parrots can only imitate, 
or at best, associate a limited series of words within a given context. Human language is 
much more complex than that, and a sufficiently complex brain, re-wired by evolution to 
handle abstract concepts, is needed to produce what we call speech.  

The Origin of Language 
An area of the brain called “Brodmann’s Area 44,” a part of the speech cortex, is not only 
larger in the left hemisphere of humans, it is also larger in the great apes (chimpanzees, 
bonobos, and gorillas). As reported in Nature 29, 2001, researchers from Emory University 
speculated that this region of the brain is associated with gestures used by apes for 
communication, and that, thousands of years ago, it was co-opted for use by evolving 
humans as a speech centre. (The adaptation of an existing anatomical feature for an 
evolutionarily new function is called “exaptation.”) This exaptation first appeared in Homo 
heidelbergensis in Ethiopia 600,000 years ago, but it was well over 570,000 years after that 
time (30,000 years ago) before there was any direct archeological evidence that language 
was being used. 

(According to Ian Tattersall, an anthrolinguist, language was an adaptation that occurred, as 
I have already mentioned, long after the appropriate physical adaptions had evolved and 
were in place. The mechanism by which speech first arose, however, is purely speculative. 
Male paleoanthropologists seem to cleave to the theory that language arose when men had 
to co-ordinate hunts, calling out directions to each other, while female paleoanthropologists 
like to speculate that it was women who originated language, as a communicative skill 
necessary to keep the increasingly complex social fabric of hominid groups intact. Tattersall 
has a pet explanation that is independent of both of these – his notion is that hominid 
children first used speech as a sort of vocal mimicry during play and that as soon as adults 
grasped the communicative potential of their children’s  sound mimicry, they began to use it 
in practical situations. Eventually this vocabulary of mimicked sounds evolved into speech.) 



It wasn’t until homo sapiens began to reside in larger settlements, specifically in 
Mesopotamia, that the transition from hunter-gathering nomadic tribes into agrarian, city-
states took place and the rise of written language began. Ten thousand five hundred years 
ago, this transition was well underway in the Zagros region of Iran. Two archeological sites 
there, Tepe Asiab and Ganj-i-Dareh Tepe reveal communities that were already planting 
experimental crops and using the earliest known clay tokens – abstract shapes in dried clay 
in the shapes of discs, spheres, cones, ovoids, cylinders, triangles, tetrahedrons, and 
rectangles. These were accounting devices meant to keep track of the numbers of animals 
in herds and the amounts of harvested crops that were stored in community storage bins. It 
is now thought that these token ledgers were the beginning of written language and it that 
is was in Mesopotamia where linguistic literacy began. 

Over hundreds of years, the Mesopotamian tokens were gradually absorbed into two 
subsequent systems of record keeping. The first system used perforated tokens with 
symbols on them to represent specific possessions. These perforated tokens were then 
strung in series to keep tallies of possessions and to keep track of trading transactions. The 
second system used a clay “bulla” – hollow sealed pocket of dried clay that contained 
several tokens – to keep records of possessions as well as providing a method of verifying 
deliveries. (The recipient of a delivery could see if everything that had been purchased was 
actually delivered by breaking the bullae.) Eventually, as this record-keeping system 
evolved to become more efficient, the outside of the bullae were marked with 
representations of their contents and the need to actually open them eventually became a 
ceremonial formality that fell into disuse. It was these representations of representations 
that went on to evolve into the Sumerian cuneiform writing system, the first true written 
language, that developed simultaneously with the advent of the great Sumerian city states, 
such as Uruk, some six thousand years ago. The clay tablets that early cuneiform writing 
appears on are curved, much like the clay bullae that preceded them. Writing, it seems, 
arose directly from the proprietary economics of trade. 

(Julian Jaynes, the renegade neurophilosopher, contends that human consciousness, at 
least as we know it, came into being at the same time. He claims that with the abstraction 
of written language, itself caused by the complexity of the new city states, that the first 
“silent” inward spoken ruminations in language, or in other words interior monologues, 
began to dominate the activity of the human mind. Jaynes theorized that, prior to written 
language, all human thinking was vocalized involuntarily, in the same manner that readers 
of written texts, up until the Greeks (and later), always spoke them aloud. (Silent reading 
was a hard-won skill for humanity. Saint Augustine observed that his first teacher was the 
first person he’d seen who could read silently without moving his lips!) Jaynes also 
contended that this internal monologue was responsible for the first theist ic religions. He 
claimed that the inner voice, the interior monologue, must have seemed like the voices of 
the gods to the first truly literate humans in Mesopotamia because they were experiencing it 
for the first time. It is a highly speculative theory, but it does have some excellent 
metaphorical potential. For example, it provides an oblique look at the first written 
languages as they must have seemed at the time – as a new, sacred technology. For those 
first humans who used writing, literacy was a completely radical technology, a special form 
of external speech that was mute, sculptural, but ready to “speak” when activated by a 
“reader.” In some respects Julian Jaynes’ theory, half-cocked or not, gets at the root of the 
curious, philosophically fascinating symbiosis between language and consciousness.) 

Written language allowed two things to happen that couldn’t have occurred before its 
development. It allowed the unaltered transmission of ideas through time without having to 
resort to the vagaries of memorization and oral traditions, and it allowed complex ideas to 



be represented and stored in an externalized, memory storage system. It also allowed for 
clear communication at distances between individuals who couldn’t, for administrative 
reasons, leave their posts. Writing spread quickly amongst humans, who evolved as a 
mimetic species, that is, a species that copied patterns initiated by others of its species and 
perpetuated them as culture. 

Susan Blackmore, in her article The Power of Memes in the October 2000 issue of Scientific 
American (283:69) says about the beginnings of culture and language that: it would pay for 
people to mate with the most proficient imitators, because by and large, good imitators 
have the best survival skills. Through this effect, sexual selection, guided by memes, could 
have played a role in creating our big brains. By choosing the best imitator for a mate, 
women help propagate the genes needed to copy religious rituals, colourful clothes, singing, 
dancing, painting and so on. By this process, the legacy of past memetic evolution becomes 
embedded in the structures of our brains and we become musical, artistic and religious 
creatures. Our big brains are selective imitation devices built by and for the memes as much 
as for the genes. 

But there is another aspect of writing that became increasingly important in terms of the 
memetic evolution of humans, and that was specifically its ability to extend the capability of 
the human brain by providing an external memory repository. There is a current business 
term, “off-site data storage,” that refers to a data security strategy that ensures the 
survival of essential corporate information. “Off-site” storage simply means that any 
important data should not only be regularly “backed-up,” but should also be duplicated and 
stored at a location at some physical distance from the main data-storage site, in case of 
fire or other unforeseen calamity. In much the same way, written language, (as well as 
being the paramount method of human communication at a distance) is also is a method of 
storing our thoughts and memories at an “off-site” location, distant from our own minds, 
consequently ensuring their preservation. 

Furthermore, writing relieves the burden of memorization that preliterate societies had to 
bear. The rationale for poetic verse, for example, was that it was easier to memorize epic 
stories if they rhymed (although free-verse took thousands of years to develop after the 
necessity for rhyme had been removed by the technology of writing). Writing took the 
pressure off our retention capabilities, and in a sense it was a technological shortcut to 
greater memory capacity, not just for individuals, but for the species. 

Writing was relatively new to the Greeks when, in 400 BC, in Plato’s Republic , Plato 
declaimed writing (and writers) as those who “maim the thought of those who hear them,” 
and that writing is “an imitation of imitations, even farther removed from the ideal.” 
Literacy, for Plato, was a step backwards, a crutch that led to mental laziness. (There is 
something of Plato in our modern skepticism about the effect of computers on literacy 
today.) But, Luddites aside, written language supported the second greatest leap in our 
collective, technological evolution as a species – it allowed the seeds of crucial ideas to 
survive and to migrate across time and geography until they found fallow earth. The 
interlaced threads of ideas and knowledge contained in the world’s written literature is the 
fountainhead of human progress and the ultimate source of our eventual transformation into 
what we will become. 
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